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Motoyoshi Kaoru

Motoyoshi Kaoru is a GM NPC that was created by Andrew in 2012.1)

The Ume (Yamataian Apricot) Blossom of the Motoyoshi

In YE 42, when the Motoyoshi Clan formed the new Motoyoshi Bakufu this title was elegantly given to
Kaoru by Motoyoshi-Ieyasu Taro. The Yamataian Plum has fragrant sweet blossoms, and are a symbol of
elegance, faithfulness, and a pure heart and Taro felt that these traits best represented Kaoru as she was
named one of the heirs of the clan.

About Motoyoshi Kaoru

About the heiress of the Motoyoshi Clan.

Motoyoshi Kaoru (本吉 薫)

Species Nekovalkyrja NH-33 (Tennyo)
Gender Female
Age 2日 6月 34年
Height 147cm
Weight 40kg
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Motoyoshi Kaoru (本吉 薫)

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire

Clan Motoyoshi Clan

Organization
 Star Army of Yamatai

Corporation Yugumo Corporation
Occupation Star Army First Officer
Rank  Taisa
Current Assignment First Officer YSS Mazu
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Physical Description

Kaoru is a typical Nekovalkyrja with alabaster skin that tinges a light pinkish blush in her cheeks. She has
sky blue hair with frosted metallic pink highlights at the tips that are generally cut short so it just frames
her face. Her form is very feminine, with petite youthful features. Much like her mother, Ketsurui-
Motoyoshi Katsuko, she is very expressive of her emotions through her body language. In YE 43, Kaoru
updated her appearance by changing her hair color to a dark purple color. She frequently changes her
personal style, following the latest fashion trends. When outside of the Star Army of Yamatai she
frequently wears more provocative attire.

Psychological and Personality

Kaoru tends to be very analytical and is very thorough both on and off duty. She is demanding of others,
following the deeply entrenched command philosophies of Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko. Kaoru's mental
process is grounded in her firm belief of the Motoyoshi Clan Traditions and Philosophies. She is a caring
and compassionate person who tends to be very protective of those she cares about. When cornered or
faced with critique she can become very bombastic, and at times lets her temper get the best of her. She
is very social and outgoing and is quick to jump at any opportunity to have fun. Outside of the Star Army
of Yamatai, Kaoru has developed an image as a party girl, often appearing at parties and social events
connected to her leadership of the YTP Entertainment group, Midnight Infinity.

She finds the propaganda that exists as a result of the Motoyoshi Clan splitting in YE 30 to be disgusting,
and tends to be rather abrasive to those who believe it. At times, she can be very unforgiving and can
hold a grudge indefinitely without any worries of corrupting her own ethical beliefs. She has been
indoctrinated into her clan, and rarely questions the validity of those beliefs. She finds generalized false
views of the clan such as claims that all Motoyoshi Clan members betrayed the Yamatai Star Empire to
be a ridiculous accusation, as that the majority of the clan and its tributary families remained in the
Empire. Many of which have suffered persecution and false accusations as a result.

Motoyoshi Kaoru is very social, she loves an excuse to gather and engage in fun or simple interactions
with just about anyone. In terms of romantic relationships, she is polyamourous and promiscuous.

Notable characters she has engaged in romantic interests with:

Blues Arnoul / Catharsis Black
Motoyoshi Tachiko
Akamaru Reiko

Likes

Music, Dancing, singing and choreography. She loves Yamataian pop, but enjoys fusions from various
genres. She enjoys extreme sports, water sporting, and activities, vacations on paradise planets. She
enjoys the high life and is very expressive of her success.
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Dislikes

People who can't make up their minds, boring people, liars. She dislikes pork and beef.

Service Records

Kaoru serves in the Star Army of Yamatai.

 Shoi Kohosei : Kyoto War College - In Field Study Program, Hotaru Star Fortress, Seventh
Fleet. (YE 34) [Transfer]

 Shoi Kohosei : YSS Sakura II Plot, First Expeditionary Fleet, (YE 34)
 Shoi Kohosei : Hotaru Star Fortress, Seventh Fleet (YE 34)

 Shoi : YSS Densetsu, Seventh Fleet (YE 35)

 Chui : YSS Densetsu, Seventh Fleet (YE 37)

 Taii : YSS Densetsu, Seventh Fleet (YE 39)

 Shosa : YSS Densetsu, Seventh Fleet (YE 40)

 Chusa : YSS Densetsu, Seventh Fleet (YE 41)

 Taisa : YSS Tokyo, First Expeditionary Fleet (YE 42)

 Taisa : YSS Mazu, First Expeditionary Fleet (YE 42)

History

In early YE 34, while the Seventh Fleet was deployed to the Cellondora System, Taisho Ketsurui-
Motoyoshi Katsuko and Taisa Motoyoshi Misato Kage Yaichiro decided to oversee the production of a
NH-33 (Tennyo) that was to become a daughter to them, and heiress to the Motoyoshi Clan. Opting out of
natural pregnancy for various personal reasons, the two contributing upper echelon officers overseen
everything from Kaoru's appearance, to the initial socialization training she received. Finding that the
new Nekovalkyrja, fit their expectations they released her into the trust of the Kyoto War College - In
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Field Study Program, on Hotaru Star Fortress. Passing the War College's programs successfully, she was
groomed for her first field assignment.

Later in YE 34, Kaoru requested transfer to the YSS Sakura II, First Expeditionary Fleet, to serve in the
field of Star Army Starship Operator. Most members of the Motoyoshi Clan were shocked to see Kaoru
select a different fleet to complete her initial years of officer training, however, the young cadet insisted
that she required training that included time away from her contributors, was free to do so under the
conditions that she would return to the Seventh Fleet when her tour was over.

Resolutions of the Ghost

Motoyoshi Kaoru was in the supporting cast of the Resolutions Of The Ghost.

In YE 41, Kaoru was transferred to the First Expeditionary Fleet by Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko with
the understanding that she would be mentored by her mother. They were reunited on Gemini Star
Fortress 2)

Kaoru was introduced to Blues Arnoul / Catharsis Black who at the time she was unaware was her
uncle, because she like many others, was unaware that Kage Yaichiro was her father. She made
fast friends and sparked a love interest in him. 3)

Kaoru along with Blues Arnoul / Catharsis Black was assigned to assist in making contact with
Motoyoshi Tio to see to that he and Motoyoshi Eidan were brought into protective custody to shield
them from the plans of her traitor older sister Motoyoshi Kiyoko. 4)5)

Blues Arnoul / Catharsis Black and Kaoru made contact with Motoyoshi Tio after a narrow run-in
with some members of the Tange Clan. They then arranged for him and his son to be given
protection. 6)

Following the successful mission, Kaoru and Blues Arnoul / Catharsis Black vacationed on Ketsurui-
Motoyoshi Katsuko's yacht, the Dream of Taiie in the Hideyo Islands on Jiyuu III.
Kaoru was told in an off-screen exchange with her mother, that Kage Yaichiro was her father when
she returned from leave.
In YE 42, Kaoru attended the meeting of the Motoyoshi Clan and became part of the Motoyoshi
Bakufu. She was named one of the heirs of the clan.
She was assigned as the second officer of the newly launched YSS Tokyo and was part of its
maiden voyage.7)

In YE 43 Kaoru was given what she thought would be a temporary command of the YSS Mazu for
the Battle Of Glimmergold. During the opening battle at Scrapyard System however, the YSS Mazu
detected the stolen The Akuro III fleeing the system and was given orders to pursue.

Hinomaru Sunrises

She has a lead role in Hinomaru Sunrises.

GM Cinematic: A Voice Through The Evening Clouds

While the rest of the Star Army of Yamatai celebrates Victory Day YE 43, Chujo Motoyoshi-Yamada Ayano
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is on Gemini Star Fortress handling the repairs of the YSS Tokyo and the rest of the First Expeditionary
Fleet that participated in the Battle Of Glimmergold. The Communications Officer for Gemini Star
Fortress, Shoi Ellie Vixx brings a mysterious communication to her attention from the Yuuki System. The
communications show signs of a highly complex, quantum computer with a sentient AI is active in the
system. Motoyoshi-Yamada Ayano assigns the YSS Mazu to investigate. 8)

Inventory and Finances

Kaoru is a Taisa in the Star Army of Yamatai. She currently donates her salary of 12150 KS/month to
Tsubomi for the care of orphans. She has access to Motoyoshi Clan finances and has several venture
investments in Yugumo Corporation. Her primary income however is from her control of YTP
Entertainment and her royalties from her leadership if Midnight Infinity.

Inventory
Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes

2 sets Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 42 Includes jacket, cargo pants,
boots

2 sets Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35 Regal Blue Includes jacket & pants or skirt
and tights, and 1 pair shoes

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32 Regal Blue
5 Star Army Undershirt Regal Blue
1 Star Army Duffel Bag RIKUPAT
1 Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 RIKUPAT Includes 2 waterproof bags
1 kit Star Army Survival Kit, Type 31A RIKUPAT Includes backpack
1 set Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES) Cadet Blue Complete set
1 pair Utility gloves, Type 21 Jet black
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32 Black Weather gear
1 pair Gloves, Type 32 Cadet blue Weather gear

1 Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32 (for working
uniform) Cadet Blue

2 sets Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 40 see page Includes sports shoes, black

1 kit Star Army Undergarments see page Includes Socks, underwear,
bras if applicable

1 kit Star Army Toiletry Kit Black
1 Star Army Belt, Type 35 (for duty uniform) Jet black
1 Star Army Communicator, Type 36 Black

1 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 Gunmetal Includes 1 BR-28 Series
Battery Magazine
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Picture Description
Limited Edition Colony Fleet Ring

An intricate 24-karat gold ring designed to celebrate the pioneering spirit of those
embarking on a colony fleet mission

Colony Fleet Coin

A coin minted on Jiyuu III, it is a physical representation of the Hummingbird Points
Incentive designed by Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko and Shimizu-Motoyoshi Akina (清水本
吉明菜).

Old Fashioned-Style Compass

An replica of an ancient Nepleslian compass set in brass. The compass is decorative but
also functional for those who wish to put it to use.

Second Chance Salvage

YE 45 haul:

Civilian Shoes, Common
Small chest of Platinum
Frozen bag of neko urine
6-liter bar-tap bottle of Nepleslian water
Shipment of 100,000 Whiskey flasks
50 buckets of shrimp

Midnght's Pad

A private residence owned by Kaoru in the YTP Entertainment Headquarters in Asagumo City on Port
Jiyuu. It serves as her primary residence when she is not deployed in the Star Army of Yamatai and is
maintained by her friend Amaya Shiori in her absence. It includes her naughty place Midnight's Play Den.

OOC Notes

Andrew's Star Army Will- Details for character within.
This page was updated by Andrew on 1/12/2021.
Kaoru Art by Andrew on Midjourney Bot
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Character Data
Character Name Motoyoshi Kaoru
Character Owner Andrew
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location YSS Mazu
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taisa
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Captain
SAOY Assignment YSS Mazu
Assigned Quarters 102
SAOY Entry Year YE 34
DOR Year YE 42
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Jiyuu System
Political Party Indepdendent
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